DC COMIC SETS

DC COMIC SET (62) [OCT19]
- This set contains the following 62 titles at an extra reduced price:
  Action Comics #1018; Aquaman #55; Batgirl #42; Batman #64 & 65; Batman/Superman #5; Batman and the Outsiders #8; Batman Beyond #39; Batman: Universe #6; Batman's Grave #3; Catwoman #18; Deathstroke #50; Detective Comics #1017 & 1018; Dial H for Hero #10; Doomsday Clock #12; Flash #84 & 85; Flash Forward #4; Gen:LOCK #2; Gotham City Monsters #4; Green Lantern: Blackstars #2; Harley Quinn #68 & 69; Harley Quinn & Poison Ivy #4; Harley Quinn: Villain of the Year #1; Hawkman #19; He Man and the Masters of the Multiverse #2; Infected: Deathbringer #1; Infected: The Commissioner #1; Inferior Five #4 & 5; Justice League #37 & 38; Justice League Dark #18; Justice League Odyssey #16; Legion of Super-Heroes #2; Lois Lane #6 & 7; Martian Manhunter #11; Metal Men #3; New Year's Evil #1; Nightwing #67; Ocean Master: Year of the Villain #1; Red Hood: Outlaw #41; RWBY #3; Shazam! #8; Suicide Squad #1; Supergirl #37; Superman #16; Superman Smashes the Klan #2; Superman: Up in the Sky #6; Superman's Pal Jimmy Olsen #6; Tales from the Dark Multiverse: The Judas Contract #1; Teen Titans #37; Terrifics #23; Titans: Burnt Rage #5; Wonder Twins #10; Wonder Woman #64; Wonder Woman: Come Back to Me #6; Year of the Villain: Hell Arisen #1; and Young Justice #11.

BATMAN SET (17) [OCT19]
- This set contains the following 17 titles at an extra reduced price:
  Batgirl #42; Batman #84 & 85; Batman/Superman #5; Batman and the Outsiders #9; Batman Beyond #39; Batman: Universe #6; Batman's Grave #3; Catwoman #18; Detective Comics #1017 & 1018; Harley Quinn #68 & 69; Harley Quinn & Poison Ivy #4; Harley Quinn: Villain of the Year #1; Nightwing #67; and Red Hood: Outlaw #41.

SUPERMAN SET (9) [OCT19]
- This set contains the following 9 titles at an extra reduced price:
  Action Comics #1018; Batman/Superman #5; Lois Lane #6 & 7; Supergirl #37; Superman #37; Superman Smashes the Klan #2; Superman: Up in the Sky #6; and Superman's Pal Jimmy Olsen #6.

BATMAN SET (17) [OCT19]
- This set contains the following 17 titles at an extra reduced price:
  Batgirl #42; Batman #84 & 85; Batman/Superman #5; Batman and the Outsiders #9; Batman Beyond #39; Batman: Universe #6; Batman's Grave #3; Catwoman #18; Detective Comics #1017 & 1018; Harley Quinn #68 & 69; Harley Quinn & Poison Ivy #4; Harley Quinn: Villain of the Year #1; Nightwing #67; and Red Hood: Outlaw #41.

SUPERMAN SET (9) [OCT19]
- This set contains the following 9 titles at an extra reduced price:
  Action Comics #1018; Batman/Superman #5; Lois Lane #6 & 7; Supergirl #37; Superman #37; Superman Smashes the Klan #2; Superman: Up in the Sky #6; and Superman's Pal Jimmy Olsen #6.

DC BLACK LABEL SET (18) [OCT19]
- This set contains the following 18 titles at an extra reduced price:
  Basketful of Heads #3; Batman: Curse of the White Knight #6; Books of Magic #15; Collapser #6; Dark Knight Returns: The Golden Child #1; Dollhouse Family #2; Dream Patrol: Weight of the Worlds #6; Dreaming #16 & 17; Far Sector #2; House of Whispers #16; John Constantine: Hellblazer #2; Joker/Harley: Criminal Sanity #3; Joker: Killer Smile #2; Last God #3; Low; Low, Low Worlds #1; Lucifer #15; and Wonder Woman: Dead Earth #1.

FIND MORE DESCRIPTIONS, ART AND PRODUCTS AT WWW.WESTFIELDCOMICS.COM
**ACTION COMICS #1018** - (Bendis/Romita Jr. & Janson) Metropolis.bomb part 2. The invisible Mafia, Lex Luther, and the Legion of Doom all stand their ground to take over Metropolis. Guest starring the Justice League, Young Justice, and more. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $3.19 [19100473] Gabrielle Dell’Otto Card Stock cover $3.99 [19100474]

**AQUAMAN #55** - (Deconnick/Rocha & Henríquez) As Mecha Manta lays siege to Amnesty Bay, Aquaman lays it all on the line. It’s land versus sea in a battle of titanic proportion. [19100475] Chris Stevens cover [19100476] $3.19 (each)

**AQUAMAN GIANT #2** - Includes new stories plus classic reprints. 96 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $3.99 [19100477]

**BATGIRL #42** - (Castelluccci/Di Giandomenico) Oracle calling the shots in Burnside, Batgirl & the Man of Steel. Leads directly into Year of the Villain: Hell Arisen #1. $3.19 [19100484] Jim Cheung Card Stock cover $3.99 [19100485]

**BATMAN & THE OUTSIDERS #8** - (Hill/Sey) Queen takes root in this master’s game of chess played by the Demon’s Head himself, Ra’s al Ghul, as he cultivates more of the Outsiders for his taking. Cassandra Cain is caught in the middle between friendship, family, and her own moral judgments. Tyler Kirkham cover. [19100488] Kevin Nowlan cover [19100487] $3.19 (each)

**BATMAN BEYOND #39** - (Jurgens/Eaton) Terry McGinnis missing, a new, unidentified person has stepped up to replace him as protector of Gotham. Even the greatest detective of all time, Bruce Wayne, is unable to determine who’s behind the mask. Dustin Nguyen cover. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. [19100486] Francis Manapul cover [19100489] $3.19 (each)

**BATMAN: UNIVERSE #6** - (of 6) (Bendis/Darrington) Batman’s mind is trapped in the unlikelylest of places-inside a White Lantern ring. That would be bad enough, but his physical body is stuck on Earth, completely vulnerable to attack from his enemies. Originally published in Batman Giant #13 and #14. $3.99 [19100490]

**BATMAN/SUPERGIRL WORLD’S FINEST GIANT #1** - Includes new stories plus classic reprints. 96 pg. $3.99 [19100493]

**CATWOMAN #18** - (Jones) Catwoman has made her choice: she will use the map Lex Luther gave her to prevent Raina Creel from finding the Lazarus Pit and rebuilding herself. But has Selina finally rebuffed the cost? [19100494] Kris Anka cover [19100495] $3.19 (each)

**DETECTIVE COMICS #1017** - (Tom Taylor/Blanco) In the dead of winter, a child has gone missing from the Martha Wayne Orphanage in Gotham City... and the bearer of the Wayne family name is on the case. But to solve this mystery, Batman must turn to another bearer of the Wayne family name, his estranged son Damian. Tony S. Daniel cover. $3.19 [19100500] Joshua Middleton Card Stock cover $3.99 [19100501]

**DETECTIVE COMICS #1018** - (Tomasz/ Godlewski) In the aftermath of City of Bane, the Dark Knight has found himself cold, alone, and missing one of the foundations of his life as both Bruce Wayne and the Batman. But personal problems will have to wait-a-mysterious series of deaths have been perpetrated throughout Gotham. Rafa Sandoval & Jordi Tarragona cover. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. [19100502] Igor Kordey cover [19100503] $3.19 (each) See the DC Comics Set for art.

**DIAM H FOR HERO #10** - (of 12) (Humphries/Quinones) Miguel and Summer’s search for the remaining H-Dials takes them into the Multiverse, where they encounter new worlds and new threats never seen before. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $3.19 [19100504]

**DOOMSDAY CLOCK #12** - (of 12) (Johns/Frank) The final showdown between Dr. Manhattan and Superman shakes up the DC Universe to its core. [19100505] Variant cover [19100506] $4.79 (each) See the DC Comics Set for art.

**THE FLASH #64** - (Williamson/Duce) Rogues’ Reign part 3. The Speed Force is out of control, but the Flash must learn to harness it again if he’s to stand a chance against the powered-up Rogues. Rafa Sandoval & Jordi Tarragona cover. $3.19 [19100507] Kenneth Rocafort Card Stock cover $3.99 [19100508]

**THE FLASH #65** - (Williamson/Duce) Rogues’ Reign part 4. An out-of-control Flash must figure out a way to harness his powers, because he’s about to face the villain who flipped his world upside down-Mirror Master, Rafa Sandoval & Jordi Tarragona cover. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $3.19 [19100509] Kaare Andrews Card Stock cover $3.99 [19100510]

**FLASHER FORWARD #4** - (of 6) (Lobdell/Booth & Ryp) The mysterious world that is causing the Dark Multiverse to bleed into our own will be revealed, and you will not believe what connection it has to the Fastest Man Alive... Evan “Doc” Shaner cover [19100511] n-Hyuk Lee cover [19100512] $3.19 (each)

**THE FLASH GIANT #2** - Includes new stories plus classic reprints. 96 pg. $3.99 [19100513]

**GREEN LANTERN: BLACKSTARS #2** - (of 3) (Morrison/Xerxes) Target: Earth. Hal Jordan and the Blackstars will stop at nothing to bend the planet to its leader’s whims, and Earth’s greatest heroes pull out all the stops to fight these fascists. Liam Sharp cover. [19100516] Darick Robertson cover [19100517] $3.19 (each)

**Harley Quinn #68** - (of 12) (Humphries/Quinones) Harley’s first Christmas gets trapped between two worlds. Can her holiday with her mother prove more difficult than she anticipated, she leaves Coney Island and heads to the most holiday-free zone she can imagine: Los Angeles. Guillem March cover. [19100518] Frank Cho cover [19100519] $3.19 (each)
HARLEY QUINN #69 - (Mark Russell/Basri) Harley Quinn is great at kicking jerks in the face. Paying her taxes? Not so much. Things turn from bad to worse when Harley's new accountant, an ex-con called the Hambezzler, runs into trouble with his old crew. Guillem March cover. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. [19100529] Frank Cho cover [19100521] $3.19 (each)

HARLEY QUINN & POISON IVY #4 - [of 6] (Houser/Miele & Morales) The hits just keep on coming as Harley Quinn and Poison Ivy crawl away from the rabbit hole that is the Mad Hatter's endless tea party and get back on the road. Mikel Janin cover. $3.19 [19100522] Amanda Conner Harley Card Stock cover [19100523] Amanda Conner Poison Ivy Card Stock cover [19100524] $3.99 (each)

HARLEY QUINN: VILLAIN OF THE YEAR #1 - (Mark Russel/Mike Norton) Harley Quinn hosts Villainy's Biggest Night as the DCU's most dastardly gather at the Hall of Doom to do what they do best-congratulate themselves. But one villain has a secret plan, fueled by years of being overlooked by his peers, and the burning desire to receive the praise he so rightly deserves... Don't miss out on a one-off-of-a-kind comic book experience, with the winners decided by you, the fans. Go to dcvillainoftheyear.com for more information. One-shot. Amanda Conner cover. 40 pg. $3.99 [19100525]

HAWKMAN #19 - (Venditti/Olliffe & Palmer) Twisted into the murderous villain Sky Tyrant by an infection with no cure, there's only one person in the universe who can knock some sense into Hawkman-Shayera Hol, Hawkwoman of Thanagar. [19100526] Dan Panosian cover [19100527] $3.19 (each)

HE-MAN AND THE MASTERS OF THE MULTIVERSE #2 - [of 6] (Seeley/Fraga & Friend) Prince Keldor and his two He-Man and the Masters of the Universe lead first in to a new adventure, which is an oh-so-suitable way of telling you you're going to be on the wait for it... Space-He-Man. Inhyuk Lee cover. $3.19 [19100528]

THE INFECTED: DEATHBRINGER #1 - (Zoe Quinn/Ben Oliver) Donna Troy is a hero. She fought alongside friends, led the Titans into battle, and buried more friends in the line of duty than she cares to remember. She's strong, she's brave, she's one of the fiercest warriors on the planet... and she's the Batman! Who Laughs' next target for infection. Viktor Bogdanovic cover. One-shot. $3.19 [19100530]

THE INFECTED: THE COMMISSIONER #4 - (Paul Jenkins/Jack Herbert) Commissioner Gordon has dedicated his life to the safety of the citizens of Gotham City. Sure, he doesn't wear a cape, but this hero has chosen a thankless job because it's the right thing to do. What happens when Gotham City's greatest public pillar of justice finally says "enough?" Viktor Bogdanovic cover. One-shot. $3.19 [19100531]

INFERNAL FIVE #4 - [of 12] (Giffen/Lemire/Grifen & Delecki) In the days following the Invasion, the Tasmannian Devil pulverizes a certain Tasmanian Devil, while the Peacemaker streaks across Russian skies to battle the Rocket Reds. Backup story art by Jeff Lemire. Scott Koblish cover. $3.19 [19100532]

JUSTICE LEAGUE #37 - (Snyder & Tyion IV/Jimenez) Justice/Doom Warpart 8. The Justice League is making their final push against Perpetua, but some players they previously counted as allies may have been working for the other side the whole time. Francis Manapul cover. [19100534] Tony S. Daniel cover [19100535] $3.19 (each)

JUSTICE LEAGUE #38 - (Snyder & Tyion IV/Jimenez) Justice/Doom War finale. Lex Luther is triumphant. Perpetua is back to full power and ready to take on the Multiverse. Has the Justice League finally come up against a foe they can't defeat? This issue leads directly into Year of the Villain: Hell Arisen #1. Francis Manapul cover [19100536] Tony S. Daniel cover [19100537] $3.19 (each)

JUSTICE LEAGUE DARK #18 - (Tyion IV/Buena & Fernandez) With Eclipso by her side, the new goddess of magic, Circe, is unstoppable. As she rewrites the rules of magic, the Justice League Dark must work to free themselves from Eclipso's grasp. Yanick Paquette cover. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. [19100538] Clayton Crain cover [19100539] $3.19 (each)

JUSTICE LEAGUE ODYSSEY #16 - (Abnett/Conrad) Jessica Cruz and her new Justice League Odyssey squad are hardly a team. Only one cause unites them: stopping the newly empowered, godlike Darkseid. [19100540] Lucio Parrillo cover [19100541] $3.19 (each)

LEGION OF SUPER-HEROES #2 - (Bendis/Stock) It's been one thousand years since anyone has seen the oceans of the Earth, but with Aquaman's original trident recently discovered, a chase to control Earth's future tears across the galaxy. $3.19 [19100542] Jim Cheung Card Stock cover $3.99 [19100543]

LOIS LANE #6 - [of 12] (Rucka/Perkins) Spinning out of the shocking last issues of Event Leviathan, Lois struggles to recover from a tragedy that she shares to the core. [19100544] Elena Casagrande cover [19100545] $3.19 (each)

LOIS LANE #7 - [of 12] (Rucka/Perkins) Someone wanting to kill Lois Lane is nothing new for the famed reporter, but is it because of something she knows or something she's about to uncover? Plus, this issue ties into the events of Superman #18. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. [19100546] Yasmine Putri cover [19100547] $3.19 (each)


METAL MEN #3 - [of 12] (DiDio/Davis & Delecki) It's kaju versus giant robot versus the Metal Men. After killing off one of the Metal Men, Nth Metal gets placed into a holding cell at the lab so Doc Magnus can learn exactly how dangerous it is. That is, until a giant, flying manta with lasers coming out of its eyes attacks the lab. Shane Davis cover. [19100550] Cully Hamner cover [19100551] $3.19 (each)

NEW YEAR'S EVIL #1 - (Kurt Busiek, Gabriel Hardman, Corinna Bechko, Vita Ayala, Dan Watters & Others/Dale Eaglesham, Gabriel Hardman, Sumit Kumar, Elena Casagrande, Others) It's your Uncle Joker letting you know that this year's DC winter holiday special is not for the good guys. It's all about the folks on Santa's naughty list. Folks like me, Sinestro, Toyman, Harley Quinn, and even an appearance from that timely rascal the Calendar Man. One-shot. Prestige format. Jim Cheung cover. 80 pg. $7.99 [19100552]

NIGHTWING #67 - (Jurgens/Cliquet) Accepting his destiny as the Gray Son, Ric Grayson joins his great-grandfather as the newest Talon. He's cleaning up Blu- dhaven and restoring order to a city that has been in complete and utter disarray for the past year. Bruno Redondo cover. [19100553] Warren Louw cover [19100554] $3.19 (each)

OCEAN MASTER: YEAR OF THE VILLAIN #1 - (Dan Watters/Miguel Mendonca) Orr Marius lost nearly everything following the events of Drowned Earth-his crown, his love, and his friend. Now, in the battle between justice and doom, Ocean Master struggles to find his place. One-shot. Francisco Martin cover [19100555] $3.19 (each)

RED HOOD: OUTLAW #61 - (Lobdell/Messina) It's the shocking return of Artemis and Bizarro. But when did these old friends become foes? Red Hood's former Outlaws are ready to kill Jason Todd, and the kids of Generation Sober might be the only ones who can stand in their way. Dan Mora cover. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. [19100556] Philip Tan cover [19100557] $3.19 (each)

RWBY #3 - [of 7] (Bennett/Andolfi & Hetrick) Schnee Manor is more like a prison than a home to Weiss. Trapped in a place she wants nothing to do with, Weiss reflects on her time at Beacon Academy. Sarah Stone cover. $3.19 [19100558] Stanley Lau Card Stock cover $3.99 [19100559]

SCOOBY-DOO, WHERE ARE YOU? #102 - (Frodello/Elliot) A wailing banshee is scaring all the kids of Generation Outlaw might be the only dogs out of a neighborhood dog park. If Scooby and the gang don't scoop up this menace soon, the park may just shut down. Derek Fridollo cover $2.39 [19100560]

THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING ERNEST #1 - (Johns/Eaglesham) After their terrifying adventure through the Darklands, Billy and the rest of the Shazam family find themselves going over the rainbow and through the looking glass into the upside-down, topsy-turvy world of the Wozendrellers. Mark Buckingham cover. Reлист. Previous orders are cancelled. [19100561] Kaare Andrews cover [19100562] $3.19 (each)
**Tales from the Dark Multiverse:**

**The Judas Contract #1** - (Kyle Higgins & Matt Grobar/Tom Raney) The Dark Multiverse reimagines one of the most renowned stories in comic book history, The Judas Contract. Terra’s betrayal starts not with the Teen Titans, but with Deadshot. Now, free from her mentor’s influence and supercharged by the serum that turned Slade Wilson into the world’s deadliest man, Tara Markov will forge a new destiny. Prestige format. One-shot. Lee Weeks cover. 48 pg. $4.79 [19100578].

**Teen Titans #37** - (Glass/Chang) The identity of the Other is revealed at last. But what plans do they have for the Teen Titans? And what will happen to Crush now that she’s fully under Lobo’s control? [19100577]. Khary Randolph cover [19100578]. $3.19 (each)

**Teen Titans Go! Giant #2** - Includes new stories plus classic reprints. 96 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $3.99 [19100579].


**Titans: Burning Rage #5** - (Jurgens/Eaton & Faucher) Panorama rules the streets as the rioting continues with Hawk and Dove at the heads of two mobs. But while the Titans try to stop the violence, Mento’s power behind the chasms makes his escape. Originally published in *Titans Giant* #2 and #3. These stories were originally slated to appear in *Titans: Burning Rage* #3. Dan Jurgens & Norm Rapmund cover. $3.99 [19100582].

**Wonder Twins #10** - (Russell/Byrne) Zen and Jayna and their friend Polly Math plan the host of a lifetime-from going undercover to stealing Lex Luther’s personal rocket, all in the name of saving Polly’s father, Filo Math, from eternal imprisonment in the Phantom Zone. $3.19 [19100583].

**Wonder Woman #94** - (Orlando/Merino) In the final chapter of *The Wild Hunt*, Wonder Woman is torn between two righteous warriors in a battle to protect her patron, Hec, with the lives of every Bostonian on the danger of becoming collateral damage. Viktor Kalchava cover [19100584]. Jenny Frison cover [19100585]. $3.19 (each)

**Wonder Woman: Come Back to Me #6** - (Conner/Palmiotti/Derenick) Betrayed by Princess Siabella, Wonder Woman attempts to hold her foe responsible for her actions. But the dis-pute will have to be put on hold upon the arrival of the Light Lords, who leave a trail of destroyed planets in their wake. Originally published in *Wonder Woman Giant* #6 and #7. Amanda Conner cover. $3.99 [19100586].

**Year of the Villain: Hell Arisen #1** - (James Tynion IV/Steve Epting) Lex Luthor has brought Perpetua back from her cosmic grave and restored her as The Other. Now the Multiverse lives in fear that she might wipe out all existence. The only thing that could stop her are the forces of the Dark Multiverse—which means it’s Luthor’s mission to defeat the Batman Who Laughs. Spinning out of the end of the Justice/Doom War in *Justice League* #38 and the conclusion of the epic *Infinite Crisis* arc from *Batman/ Superman* #5, [19100587]. Clayton Crain cover [19100588]. $3.99 (each)


### DC Dollar Comics

**Dollar Comics: Batman #613** - (Jeph Loeb/Jim Lee & Scott Williams) Reprinted to coincide with *The Bat and the Cat: 80 Years of Romance* Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $0.80 [19100592].

**Dollar Comics: Birds of Prey #1** - (Chuck Dixon/Greg Land & Drew Geraci) Reprinting the team’s first issue, to coincide with the new DC Black Label editions. Brian Stelfreeze cover. $0.80 [19100593].

**Dollar Comics: Tales of the Teen Titans Annual #3** - (Mary Wolfman/George Perez, Mike DeCarlo & Dick Giordano) Reprinted to coincide with *Tales from the Dark Multiverse: The Judas Contract* #1. 48 pg. $0.80 [19100594].

**Dollar Comics: The Flash #196** - (Geoff Johns/Artuzeta & Doug Hazlewood) Reprinted to coincide with *The Flash Vol. 11: The Greatest Trick of All*. Brian Bolland cover. 48 pg. $0.80 [19100595].

### DC Black Label

**Basketful of Heads #3** - (HilI/Leomacs) June Branch has been hunted, haunted, and desperate; she’s got an ancient Viking axe with mystical properties and a severed head in a basket that won’t shut up. If she can’t make her travelling companion be quiet, maybe she can get some answers out of him…answers that might spell the difference between life and death. Reko Murakami cover. $3.19 [19100586]. Tula Lotay Card Stock cover. $3.99 [19100579].

**Batman: Curse of the White Knight #5** - (Murphy) The GTO struggles to forgive Batman for his behavior on the tails of tragedy, but a promising path forward comes into focus when he uncovers a monumental clue about the mystery of Gotham’s ancestral curse. Reiko Murakami cover. yariant cover [19100598]. $3.99 (each)

### Books of Magic

**Books of Magic #15** - (Howard/Fowler) For months, as his magical abilities have grown, the edges of Tim Hunter’s mind have been haunted by a vision of his future self…an older Tim Hunter who’s grown to become a living nightmare. What will Tim do when that nightmare steps out into our world? Kai Carpenter cover. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $3.19 [19100600].

**Books of Magic Vol. 2: Second Quarto TPB** - (Kat Howard/Tom Fowler & Brian Churilla) Will Tim Hunter end the greatest sorcerer the world has ever known—or the greatest evil the universe has ever seen? Tim has run away to the land of Faerie, and is now forgetting why he fled there in the first place. Collects *Books of Magic* #7-13. Kai Carpenter cover. 176 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Feb. $12.59 [19100601].
COLLAPSER #6 - [of 6] [Way & Simon/Kiriazis]
With his supervillain father in possession of Lian's black hole and reshaping the world into a fascist dystopia, the hero formerly known as Collapser must form a surprising alliance to save the world from his family's terrible legacy.
$3.19 [1910062]

THE DOLLHOUSE FAMILY #2 - [of 6] [Carey/ Gross & Locke]
One time, just one time, Alice did what the Dollhouse asked of her. and it turned her life upside down. But that wasn't enough for the House. There's another piece of the bargain that she's reneging on and until she gives it what it wants, the House can make matters even worse. Jessica Dailey cover.
$3.19 [19100604]

Jen Anacleto Card Stock cover $3.99 [19100605]

DOOM PATROL: WEIGHT OF THE WORLD #6 - [W& Lambert/Francia] When an alien virtual reality machine spirals out of control and begins eating the Earth, the Doom Patrol traverses the boundaries of a new computer-generated reality to restore the world.
Nick Derington cover. $3.19 [19100608]

DC GRAPHIC NOVELS FOR KIDS

JOKER: SMILE #2 - [of 3] [Spurrier/Evely]
Joker's days are numbered. But even Batman can't help when the Joker's most trusted allies turn on him.
$3.99 [19100623]

THE LOW, LOW WOODS #1 - [of 6] [Carmen Maria Machado/Dani Salmi]
In the late 70’s, Sleepy Hollow, PA, has been on fire for years. The coal mines beneath it are long since abandoned. The woods are full of rabbits with human faces, a deer woman who stalks hungry girls, and swaths of skinless men. And the people in Shudder-to-Think? Well, they’re not sure about anything, either. J.A.W. Cooper cover. $3.99 [19100621]

Jenny Frison Card Stock cover $3.99 [19100622]

LUCIFER #15 - [Watts/Blanco] With his new abode, the complete of paradise is throwing a nice little housewarming dinner party to break the place in. When an uninvited guest by the name of John Constantine crashes the party, all hell breaks loose. Tiffany Turrill cover.
$3.19 [19100623]

LUCIFER VOL. 2: THE DIVINE TRAGEDY TPB
- FC. [Daniel Waterman/Max Fiumara/Fiumara, Aaron Campbell & Kelley Jones] God is angry. Lucifer has committed an unthinkable act of sacrilege, and now the forces of Heaven have left him with nowhere to turn but the infernal world. Meanwhile, a chess player appears in a motel room, a witch queen walks the Earth for the first time in millennia, and Mazeikens gets to break a finger or two. Collects Lucifer #7-13. Tiffany Turrill cover. 176 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $13.59 [19100624]

WONDER WOMAN: DEAD EARTH #1 - [of 4] [Daniel Warren Johnson] Princess Diana of Themyscira left paradise to save Man’s World from itself. When Wonder Woman awakens from a centuries-long sleep to discover the Earth reduced to a nuclear wasteland, she knows she failed. Trapped alone in a grim future, Diana must protect the last human city from titanic monsters. Prestige format. 48 pg. ($8.5x10.875) $23.99 [19100607]

Variant cover ($8.5x10.875) $25.99 [19100625]

See the Black Label Set for art.

THE BAT AND THE CAT: 50 YEARS OF ROMANCE HC
- FC. [Tom King, Paul Levitz, Alan Brennert & Others/ Michel Janin, David Finch, Joelle Jones, Mitch Gerads, Neal Adams, Andy Kubert, Becky Cloonan, Jose Llovet, Garcia-Lopez, Frank Miller, Millikin & Others]
This new hardcover features Batman and Catwoman’s greatest team-ups from their 80-year history together by some of the best writers and artists in the industry. Follow the famous duo’s ups and downs from the 1940s on opposite sides of the law to their recent engagement and life as Mr. Lee & Scott Williams cover. 264 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $31.99 [19100637]

THE LOW, LOW WOODS #1
- [of 6] [Carmen Maria Machado/Dani Salmi]
Sleepy Hollow, PA, has been on fire for years. The coal mines beneath it are long since abandoned. The woods are full of rabbits with human faces, a deer woman who stalks hungry girls, and swaths of skinless men. And the people in Shudder-to-Think? Well, they’re not sure about anything, either. J.A.W. Cooper cover. $3.99 [19100621]

Jenny Frison Card Stock cover $3.99 [19100622]

THE HOUSE OF WHISPERS #16 - [Hopkinson & Watters/Stanton]
After her encounter with Erzuza, young girl known as Poqulta finally has the strength to stand up to the adoptive family that forced her into labor. But is that strength really coming from a benevolent goddess? Marcio Takara cover. $3.19 [19100614]

JOHN CONSTANTINE: HELLBLAZER #2 - FC. [Garcia-Lopez/Spurrier/Mary事儿]
Enormous angels straight from the mind of William Blake are tearing people to ribbons in Peckham Rye Common, and Lara and Carrie must team up with Daniel to find the hero formerly known as Lord Shudder-to-Think. But even with delivering a child messiah to the fabled Jiminy Gnome Hollow, the hero formerly known as Lord Shudder-to-Think? Well, they’re not sure about anything, either. J.A.W. Cooper cover. $3.99 [19100621]

Jenny Frison Card Stock cover $3.99 [19100622]

THE DREAMING VOL. 2: EMPTY SHELLS TPB
- FC. [Lemire/Sauvage] At last, Wan’s takeover of Dream’s realm turns out, he’s the architect of the conspiracy that destroyed your world. The Realm of the Mortals is growing into her new role as Dreaming. Yanick Paquette cover.
$3.19 [19100608]

DC COLLECTED EDITIONS &GNS

ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN: JOSE LUIS GARCIA-LOPEZ VOL 2
- TPB (2013- ) [Martin Paske, Dave Gibbons, Gerry Conway, Dennis O’Neil, Paul Dini & Others/Jose Luis Garcia-Lopez]
This collection includes stories from DC Comics Presents #41, Realworlds: Superman #1, Superman: Katamon and Superman #347, World’s Finest #244, #255 and #256, and Action Comics #1000, plus dozens of pages of cover art and more. 400 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $31.99 [19100632]

HELLBLAZER VOL. 25: REDmonds TPB
- FC. [Spurrier/Evely] Wan’s takeover of Dream’s realm turns out, he’s the architect of the conspiracy that destroyed your world. The Realm of the Mortals is growing into her new role as Dreaming. Yanick Paquette cover.
$3.19 [19100608]

AQUAMAN: DEATH OF A PRINCE DELUXE EDITION HC
- FC. [Doug Moench, Judd Winick, Chuck Dixon & Johnson/Federici]
Queen Aquaman’s greatest team-ups from their 80-year history together by some of the best writers and artists in the industry. Follow the famous duo’s ups and downs from the 1940s on opposite sides of the law to their recent engagement and life as Mr. Lee & Scott Williams cover. 264 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $31.99 [19100637]

HELLBLAZER VOL. 2: HARLEY/WAHRON TPB
- FC. [Spurrier/Sauvage] Several years ago, Batman put the Barrera twins in the hands of an organization called the Ark. Now all but one of them has turned up dead… and Batman needs to locate Sofia Barrera before the wrong people get their hands on her-and her surprising power. Collects Batman and the Outsiders #1-7. Tyler Kirkham cover. 168 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $14.39 [19100633]

BATMAN: ARKHAM: BLACK MASK TPB
- FC. [Doug Moench, Judd Winick, Chuck Dixon & Johnson/Federici]
Black Mask: Year of the Villain Several years ago, Batman put the Barrera family of Gotham City into hiding after rescuing them from an organization called the Ark. Now all but one of them has turned up dead… and Batman needs to locate Sofia Barrera before the wrong people get their hands on her-and her surprising power. Collects Batman and the Outsiders #1-7. Tyler Kirkham cover. 168 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $14.39 [19100633]
Batman: Arkham: Victor Zsasz TPB - FC. (Alan Grant, Doug Moench, Kelley Puckett, Devin Grayson, John Layman & Others/Norm Breyfogle, Dustin Nguyen, Jim Balent, Roger Robinson, Cliff Dirgo & Others). The Huntress is one of Batman’s most formidable enemies, and now his most infamous stories have been collected, including a never before published story by writer Devin Grayson and artist Roger Robinson. Collects: Batman: Shadow of the Bat #1-4, Batman: Streets of Gotham #10-11, a story from Batman Chronicles #3, Batman: Babygirl #1, Detective Comics #1-6, Detective Comics (2011) #18, Rogues Gallery #1, and an unpublished story intended for Batman: Gotham Knights #12. 264 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Feb. $19.99 [19100635]

Batman: Beyond Vol. 6: Conquer, Anarkell TPB - FC. (Dan Jurgens/Rick Leonard & Others) A new villain known as the Split is preying on Neo-Gotham. Only Batman is capable of stopping him, but Terry McGinnis isn’t getting help from Bruce Wayne, who is too busy lavishing cash all over the city to support Terry. Collects issues #31-36. Chris Samnee cover. 144 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $13.59 [19100636]


Batman: Gotham Knights: Transference TPB - FC. (Devin Grayson & Jen Van Meter/Dale Eaglesham, Paul Ryan, Roger Robinson & Others). A new villain known as the Split is preying on Neo-Gotham. Only Batman is capable of stopping him, but Terry McGinnis isn’t getting help from Bruce Wayne, who is too busy lavishing cash all over the city to support Terry. Collects issues #31-36. Chris Samnee cover. 144 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $13.59 [19100636]

Damage Vol. 3: Monstrous TPB - FC. (Robert Venditti/Aaron Lopresti & Matt Ryan). In these tales from Damage #13-16 and Annual #1, Damage gets a new home: the Hall of Justice. The Justice League takes in former super-soldier Eobard Thawne, who(Avenient looks to use his powers. 144 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $11.99 [19100645]

The Flash: Vol. 11 - The Greatest Trick of All HC - FC. (Joshua Williamson/Scott Kolins). Barry arrives back home from his Force Quest to discover something in his city is... off. The people of Central City are all acting strangely, even those closest to him. He brings more big names to The Flash in 2019! Get the latest adventures of Wally West! 256 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $23.99 [19100644]

Green Arrow by Mike Grell Omnibus Vol. 1 HC - FC. (Mike Grell/Mike Grell, Ed Harning, Dan Jurgens, Dennis Cowan & Others). In the late 1980s, Oliver Queen gives up his trick arrows and settles down in Seattle with Dinah Lance. But Ollie’s life will collide with one of unspeakable violence involving the beautiful and mysterious archer known as Shado. In these tales, Green Arrow hunts a child killer, races to find a lost biological weapon, and much more. This omnibus collects: Green Arrow: The Longbow Hunters #1-3, Green Arrow #1-50, and a story from Secret Origins #14. Plus, an officially authorized biography cover by Mike Grell and an afterward by series editor Mike Gold, 1,536 pg. Scheduled to arrive in JUN. $79.99 [19100652]

Green Arrow: Vol. 6 - The End of the Road TPB - FC. (Collected by Jackson Lanzing, Maighread Short/Marcio Takara, Matthew Clark & Javier Fernandez) The Emerald Archer’s world will be forever changed with a mystery six months in the making as the box that could destroy the Justice League is opened. But first Ollie will have to keep villains at bay, including Count Vertigo and Parasite. Collects issues #39-42 and #48-50. Kevin Nowlan cover. 192 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Feb. $15.99 [19100648]

Justice League: Origin Deluxe Edition HC - FC. (Geoff Johns/Jim Lee, Scott Williams, Gene Ha, Carlos D’Anda, Ivan Reis & Others) In a world where inexperienced superheroes operate under a cloud of suspicion, the Justice League is on the verge of crumbling under a dark and dire threat when a new villain has stumped upon a dark evil that threatens to destroy the Earth. Faced with a threat beyond anything he can handle on his own, the Dark Knight must trust Supergirl for her Flash, Cyborg for his Green Lantern, Wonder Woman, and Aquaman. Collects Justice League #1-12. 360 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Mar. $39.99 [19100654]

Legends of the Dark Knight: Volume 1: Englehart HC - FC. (Steve Englehart/ Marshall Rogers, Terry Austin, Walter Simonson & Others) In these 1980s stories from the 1970s, Batman faces his own lonely existence while struggling against one of his earliest foes, Dr. Hugo Strange. This run also includes the renowned “Joker Fish” storyline along with the 2005 miniseries in which The Joker runs for office. Collects Detective Comics #139 and #469-476, Batman: Legends of the Dark Knight #191-193, Legends of the DC Universe #26-27, Batman: Dark Detective #1-4, and a story from Batman Chronicles #19. 458 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $31.99 [19100658]
Buffy the Vampire Slayer is having a crisis of faith as she struggles to discover the truth behind who she is, what she represents, and the true nature of her mission. Includes character study sketches, pin-ups, and other bonus material. This item is recolored. All previous orders are cancelled. 72 pg. (8.125 x 11”) Scheduled to arrive in Mar. Retail. Previous orders are cancelled. $14.39 [19100661]

The Fiendish Dick Dastardly and his canine companion, The Canary, have become the main attraction at the local carnival. When the Caped Crusader and his trusty sidekick, Robin, arrive to stop the mischievous duo, they find themselves in a battle of wits with the thieving pair. DC COMICS COLLECTIBLES

Bruce Wayne has become a war hero, but his visions of another world have not been forgotten. As Mal sues for peace, he is reminded that saving the day always comes at a higher price than expected. Lee Garbett cover. 24 pg. $3.19 [19100705]

Angel and Buffy are on a mission to find the Hellmouth - but will they succeed? Buffy's visions of another world have not been forgotten. As Mal sues for peace, he reminds her that saving the day always comes at a higher price than expected. Lee Garbett cover. 24 pg. $3.19 [19100703]

WORLD'S FINEST: GUARDIANS OF THE EARTH #1: - FC. (Bob Haney, Dennis O'Neil, Mike Friedrich, Steve Skeates, Len Wein & Elliot S. Maggin/Dick Dillin, Ross Andru, Curt Swan & Others) Superman teams up with his fellow members of the Justice League to protect the Earth in these never-before-reprinted stories from the 1970s. In this collection, the Man of Steel meets the Flash in their famed race around the globe, plus Superman teams up with Green Lantern, Aquaman, Batman, Hawkman, Green Arrow, the Atom, and Wonder Woman. Collects World's Finest Comics #196-214. Neal Adams & Dick Giordano cover. 392 pg. (7.0625 x 10.875) Scheduled to arrive in Apr. $47.99 [19100662]

DC COMICS COLLECTIBLES

AMAZING YAMAGUCHI ACTION FIGURE NUMBER 15: HARLEY QUINN [HERO EDITION] - He comes with both a serious face plate and a smiling face plate, allowing for multiple display options. His gold trident is also included. The figure features a highly-articulated double-jointed neck. Scheduled to arrive in Mar. $51.99 [19100664]

Dark Night Returns MAFEX Action Figure: Batman - 6” articulated figure. Batman is sculpted from original designs by Frank Miller. Features a poseable cloth cape, multiple interchangeable hands, and two different head designs. Batman also includes a movable figure stand. Scheduled to arrive in JUL. $87.99 [19100676]

DC COMICS BISHOUJO STATUE: BATWOMAN (2ND EDITION) - He suit body has been changed to an all new metallic paint, giving her suit a more realistic shine. This statue comes with an additional head part that showcases an unmasked Batwoman. Scheduled to arrive in Mar. $74.40 [AC001065]

One 12 Collective DC Action Figure: Harley Quinn (Deluxe Edition) - The Caped Crusader comes complete with three head portraits, an oversized mallet, a grenade, a bomb, a pop-gun with attached cork, a rocket launcher and rocket, and a Joker doll. Scheduled to arrive in May. $90.00 [AC000986]

POP! Funkoverse Strategy Game: Batman vs. Joker - Featuring full articulation and character specific accessories, the figurines about 3/4” tall. Scheduled to arrive in May. $15.99 [AC000989]

Base Set - FC. The Funkoverse Strategy Game consists of four-character sets and two-character sets. Every four-character set is playable as a standalone game and comes with exclusive Funko POP! figures that aren’t available anywhere else, a double-sided board, tokens, cards, an item, and dice. Sets may be combined with one another. $32.79 [AC000983] DC Comics 101 Expandalone $19.99 [AC000994]

Injustice 2 Figure: Superman (Enhanced Version) (1/18 Scale) - Featuring full articulation and character specific accessories, the figurine is about 3/4” tall. Scheduled to arrive in May. $15.99 [AC001069]